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1. Introduction
Suppose that M, N X are compact differential manifolds such that

(1) OM, ON OX
(2) OM n ON =.0

with dimM =r, dimN= s, dimX=mandn= r+s-m. The object of
this paper is to investigate the possibility that there is an isotopy X N -- Xmodulo boundaries, such that X0 is the inclusion N c X and X(N) n M 0.
In the case that M, N, X are c-connected with c >_ n + i and r _> 2n + 3 the
obstruction to finding such an isotopy will be seen to be an element a(N, M:X)
of the n-stem. Then the main theorem is that when s _> 2n + 3 also,
a(N, M’X) is the only obstruction. That is,

THEOREM. If M, N, X as above are c-connected with
(1) c>_n-b 1
(2) r,s>_2n-k3

then there is an isotopy N -> X modulo boundaries, such that )o is the in-
clusion N X and(N) n M 0, if and only if a(N, M’X) O.

That this obstruction will sometimes be non-zero may be seen from the
fact that if X S X S, M S X pt. and N is the graph of an essential
map S - S then no such isotopy exists.

I would like to thank Professors R. Lashof, A. Liulevicius, M. Rothenberg,
and M. Mahowald for many helpful remarks on this paper.

2. Definition of a(N, M "X)
In order to define a(N, M’X) and to find some of its properties, simple

propositions are necessary. We will make only the assumptions in the first
sentence of this paper and introduce fUrther connectivity and dimension
assumptions where needed. If A is a submanifold of the Riemann manifold
B, (A" B) will be the normal bundle of A in B and r(A) will be the tangent
bundle of A.

PROPOSITION 1. Let M be c-connected, c >_ n and r >_ 2n -b 3. Let U be
open in X with U a M O. Then there is an isotopy )t" N --X modulo
boundaries such that )o is the inclusion, N X and
(1)) is transverse regular along M
(2) (}I(N)n M) c U.
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Proof. It is well known that there is an isotopy s N-X modulo bound-
aries of N c X such that kt is transverse regular along M. Since M is c-con-
nected, we may contract K M n bl(N) to a point in U n M. Since
r >_ 2n W 3, it follows that there is an isotopy gt K -- M ofK c M such that
gl(K) U M. Then an application of the covering homotopy theorem for
isotopies completes the proof.

DEFINITION OF a(N, M:X). Suppose now that N X is transverse
regular along M with N M U where U n M is diffeomorphic to Rr.
If N is c-connected with c _> n + 1, we may extend N M N to a map
C C(N n M) -- N of the cone C(N n M) of N n M. Then C*v(N’X) has
a unique framing (up to orientation). This framing defines a canonical
framing of

v(N’X) IN n M v(N n M" U n M)

by restriction since any two maps C are homotopic in N modulo N a M.
Since U n M is diffeomorphic to Rr, the canonical framing defines in the
usual way an element a(N, M:X) of r,(Sr-’). In view of Proposition 1,
the element a(N, M’X) is defined whenever M and N are c-connected,
c > n+ landr >_ 2n+ 3.

The next question is whether a(N, M:X) is well defined; it is answered by
the next proposition.

PROPOSITION 2. If M and N are c-connected, c >_ n + 1, r >_ 2n + 3 and
U is such that U n M is diffeomorphic to R and ks, kt N ----> X are isotopies
modulo boundaries such that k0 k0 inclusion N X and
() ,’ are transverse regular along M
(2) hi(N) n M U and k’(N) a M U

then a(k(N), M’X) a(kt(N), M:X).

Proof. We may as well assume that -- ks and - k are constant near
0 and 1, so we may glue them together at 0 and reparametrize to obtain
an embedding

A’NXI--+XXI

transverse regular along M I on N X [0, e] u N [1 s, 1] for some
e > 0. We may replace A by another embedding A’ agreeing with it on
N X [0, e] [J N [1 e, 1] but transverse regular everywhere. Let J be
the intersection A’(N I) n M and OJ its boundary. The e-collar OJ,
is then

X(N) [0, ] u X’(N) X [1 , 11,

which we may assume to be a subcomplex of J. Since M is c-connected, we
obtain a homotopy gt modulo OJ, of J M I such that gx(J) c U X I.
Since r >_ 2n + 3, we may as well replace g, with an isotopy h modulo OJ
such that h(J) U I. An application of the covering homotopy theorem
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for isotopies extends this isotopy to an isotopy

H’N X I--X I moduloN X [0,]uN [1 , 1]

such that H remains transverse regular along M X I and

L HI(N X I) n (M I) c U X I.

Let rl X I -- f be the projection; let r rl L and let m be the mapping
cylinder of v. Usingthe maps

C" C(k(N) n M) -- N and C’’ C(k’I(N) M) -- Nand the inclusion L c H(N X I), we obtain a map which extends to a map

m H(N I)

since H(N I) is c-connected with c _> n -t- 1. Then

,*,(H(N X I)’Z I)

has a unique framing (up to orientation) which restricts to a framing of
(L" U n M I). This framing in turn restricts to the canonical framings of

(k(N) M" U M) and (),’(N) M" U M).

In the usual way, the framing of (L’U M I) then defines a homotopy
from a representative of a(k’(N), M’X). This fact proves Proposition 2.

COROLLARY 1. If U and U’ are open in X such that U M and U’ M
are diffeomorphic to R and ks, kt are isotopies modulo boundaries of N X
such that k k are transverse regular along M and

kl(N) nM U and k(N) nM U’
then

a(),(N), M’X) a(X’(N), M’X).
Proof. Let U U0, U, Uk U’ be a chain of open sets such that

Ui n M is diffeomorphic to R and Ui n U+ n M # 0. Choose successively
(0) () (+1) X’ such thatisotopies) ,,, ,, ,..

)i)(N) U_ U M

for i 1, ]. Then the corollary follows immediately since

a()(i)(N), i’X) a()+l)(N), i’X)
for i 0, ,/ by the proposition.
Thus when M and N are c-connected with c _> n -t- 1 and r _> 2n W 3,

the element a(N, M’X) a.()(N), M’X), for X, as above, is well defined
and we have

COOLLAgY 2. If a(N, M’X) 0 then there is no isotopy ) modulo bound-
aries ofN X such that )(N) M 0.
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In other words, a(N, M’X) is some kind of obstruction to the existence of
kt. Under suitable connectivity assumptions it is actually the only obstruc-
tion to the existence of

THEOREM. If X, M, N are c-connected and
() c>_n+
(2) r,s>_2n+3

then there is an isotopy k N X modulo boundaries, such that kl(N) n M 0
and k0 is the inclusion N c X, if and only if a(N, M"X) O.

3. Spherical modifications
The main step in the proof of the theorem will be Proposition 3 below,

which deals with isotopies and spherical modifications. We will regard
spherical modification as be’ing a manifold L with two boundaries, which
mits a Morse function with a single critical point, of some index p + 1,
equal to 0 on one boundary and a positive constant on the other. Let K be
the boundary on which the function is 0 and K’ the other. We say L is
spherical modification from K to K’. Then there will be an embedding
f" Sp -- K of the p-sphere, which extends to an embedding F" Dp+I -- Lof the (p + 1)-disc, such that K u F(D+) is a deformation retract of L.
The bundle (f(S")’K) has a canonical framing which is the restriction of the
unique (up to orientation) framing of (F(D+)" L)--it defines a unique
frame-preserving bundle homotopy class of one-to-one bundle homomorphisms
f’" S X sq+-- r.(K) ooveringf, where p + q + 1 n dim K, s is the
trivial line bundle over a point and for any space A, the bundle A X s has
the framing induced by that of s t. We will call f a sphere attaching map and
f’ the bundle attaching map over f. It is known that f and f’ determine the
spherical modification L up to diffeomorphism. A spherical modification L
will preserve a framing

(K) -- ’
of the stable normal bundle of K if and only if there is a framing

(L) >s

such that 2 (K) . A spherical modification L will preserve a framing

"r(K) X s’ s

of the stable tangent bundle of K if and only if there is a framing

r(L) X s- s

such that 2 o ; here

,,,, ,r(K) X st---> "r(L) X st-’
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is the bundle homotopy class of bundle maps defined by

"( v, r ..., r,) v 2r r , r, ..., r)

where v r(K) r(L), r e R, and is the unit inward normal field of L along
K for some Riemann metric. It is known that if a and a are dual framings
of the stable and normal tangent bundles respectively (i.e., a a’ is the stand-
ard framing of r(R) restricted to K for any embedding K R) then L
preserves a if and only if L preserves

Finally, let N X be transverse regular along M, let L be a spherical
modification of K N nM and letk N-X be an isotopy ofN X modulo
boundaries. Then k defines a map A N I -- X X I. The quadruple
(k, N, M, X) will be said to realize L if and only if

(1) A is transverse regular along M X I
(2) L A(N X I) (M X I) is diffeomorphic to L.

Notice that under the connectivity and dimension assumptions of the
theorem we may assume L U I and the normal bundle of L in X X I
may be given a framing that extends the canonical framing of (K). Thus
L preserves the canonical framing of (K). Suppose that

: (L)
_ -is a framing extending the canonical framing a .(K)- - -. Then the

isotopy k will be said to realize the framed spherical modification (L, ) if and
only if the canonical framing of the normal bundle of

L A(N I) n(M X I)

in U I corresponds to the framing 2 under some diffeomorphism

U ) I--R X I.

Given these definitions, the theorem will follow immediately from the fol-
lowing proposition.

PROPOSITION 3. If X, M, N are c-connected and N X is transverse
regular along M and

(1) c>_n+ 1
(2) r,s>_2n+3

then any framed spherical modification preserving the canonical framing of
v(K) may be realized by (k,, N, M, X) where k N -. X is an isotopy of.
N X modulo boundaries.

4. Capping the sphere attaching map

It will be convenient to introduce a rather special Riemann metric in the
proof of Proposition 3, as permitted by the following lemma.

LEMMA 2. Suppose that A is a submanifold of B and B is a submanifold of
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C with a dim A b dim B c dim C and A, B, C compact. Suppose
that there is a Riemann metric g on C and an open subset D C such that

(1) A has no boundary outside of D
(2) A D is compact
(3) There is an > 0 such that v ,(D r A’B and v 1 implies that

exp tv B for 0

_ _ . Then, if F U is closed and contains OA, there is a
Riemann metric gt on C which agrees with g on a neighborhood of F and which
has the property that v e ’(A B) and v 1 implies that exp (tv) B for
O<_t<_v.

Here t, exp’ and I’ refer to normal bundles, exponential maps and norms
with respect to g’. The proof is a straightforward exercise with Riemann
metrics and the covering isotopy theorem, and will be omitted.
With this lemma available, we begin the proof of Proposition 3. Let

(U,x, ,x,,)

be a coordinate system such that U, U M) - R", Rr) is a diffeomorphism.
We may assume that

N [’, U lye U l(xl(y), "", x,.(y), 0, ..., 0) ex(K)},

where K N n M U after applying the argument of Proposition 1.
Let L be a spherical modification of K preserving the canonical framing of

(K). Letf Sp -- K be a sphere attaching map for L. By the lemma above,
we may give M n U a Riemann metric such that

exp p(f(Sp) "K) -- gfor some > 0, where ex----, p and refer to the exponential, normal bundle
and norm with respect to and ( ) is the subset of ( consisting of all
w such that wl -< /i.

Extend to g on all of U by setting

g + (dxr+) + - (dx,).
Then also exp (K"M) - M for some/i > 0.
With respect to g, let be a unit field along K in M normal to K. Let

be the field O/Oxr.+ it is normal to K in N. Using and define embeddings

f’D+-M and f’D+-N
extending f as follows. For /t > 0 small enough define

f" [1 /i, 1]S - M a U

by f(ts) exp 1 t) fi(f(s) ), where e [1 /t, 1] and s e S. Using Poin-
carti duality we see that M a U K is n-connected so fl extends to an embed-
ding

f" [0, 1]S- M U
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since r > 2n + 3 and the Whitney theorems apply. Similarly, define

f" [1 i, 11S N

by f(ts) exp [1 t]o(f(s)). Again, by Poincar6 duality, N f(S)
is n-connected so f extends to an embeddingf D+ -- N since s >_ 2n -t- 3
and the Whitney theorems apply. Finally, we use the lemma above to extend
a suitable restriction of the Riemann metric g to a metric on all of X such that

exp (f.(D+) "N) -- N for small > 0

as well as

and
exp t,(K’M) ----> M

exp (f(S’)’K) ----> K.

By a dilatation of the metric: we may assume > .
The unit field 0 is already extended all over M n U and consequently over

fl(D+l). To extend to all of (N:X)If2(D’+), observe that, in co-
ordinates, for (xl, xr, 0, 0) e x(K) there are functions u, ..., u
on x(K) such that

(x, x, 0, 0)

u(x, ..., x,)O/Ox + + u(x, ..., x)o/ox.
extend over a neighborhood of f(Sr) in f.(D+) by

(Xl, x, s, 0, 0)

u(x, ..., z)o/ox + + u(x, ..., x)O/Ox.
Then since r(Sn-’-) 0 the extension continues to all of (N’X) If2(D+).
Call the extended field u also. It is easy to see that if y e f(ST) and s, are
small enough then

(,) exp sO( exp t(y) exp tg( exp s0(y) ).

Observe that fl(D+) u f2(D+1) is a topological (p -t- 1)-sphere. We wish
to embed a homeomorph of D+ in X so its boundary sphere coincides with
this topological sphere. We now construct this homeomorph and carry out
some related constructions.

5. A (p + 2)-cell and a model of the isotopy

Let - (a(t) (t)) be a path [0, 1] - [0, 1] such that

(1) a(t) tand/(t) 1 for0_< t_< 1/2
(2) a(t) land(t) 1 for_< t_< 1
(3) a’(t) > 0 for0 N
(4) B’(t) < 0 for 0 < g 1.



Let )+2 R+ R be

{(x,t) [Ixi a(s),0_< t_</(s),se[0,1]}
and

+ (, t) (s), (s), s [o, ]} +.
Then + is the desired homeomorph of D+:. Its boundary consists of
D+ X 0 u $+1. An explicit diffeomorphism A D+ $+ is given by

x[ x,([x[) for[xl > 0

A(z) (z,- Ixl) o Ixl <
Let be the field long $+ defined by

( ’(s)x -a’(s)C(x, t) [xli,(),,( ,()
for x 0 and ([ x [, t) (a(s), (s)); and

( _1 )(x, t) @1 + 41x[:’ @1 + 41xl
for0 Ix] < .

CWe will also need later the following h is a function [0, 1] [, 1]
such that

(1) h(s) +s for0 s
(2) h(s) 1 forsl
(2) h’(s) > 0 for 0 < s < .

Define an embedding " D+ X Dq++ "+ X R++ by

(x, y) (a([x,) h([ y
Ixl x, I)(Ixl), oro < Ixl

and
(x, u) (x, h(I u I)(1 Ix 1), u) fo Ix .

Then (D+1 X Dq++) is a submanifold of + X Rq++ which agrees with
$+ X R++ on y > and is isotopic to $+ X Rq++ modulo that subset
via the isotopy defined by

[x x, (1 t)h(u])([x[) + t(xl) or0 <

and similarly defined for Ix] . The set (D+ X Dq+) is also a sub-
manifold. On both these manifolds the function (x, y) h(I y [)(]x i)

Cdefines a function with a single non-degenerate critical point of index p + 1
at the level .

Finally, the isotopy t(x, O, y) (x, t, y) of R+ X 0 X Rq++ in
Rp+ X R X Rq++ for 0 g g defines map

Z" Rp+ X 0 X Rq+i+ X [0, ] RpI X R X Rq++ [0, ].
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Since ’t is transverse regular along Im except for at 0 0 )< 0, Z is
transverse regular along (Im e) X [0, ] except possibly at 0 )< 0 )< (0, ),
but it is easy to check that Z is transverse regular there too. Thus, the reverse
isotopy defined by (x, t’,. y) - (x,. t, y) restricted to Im defines a map

z’. (m ) X [0, ] R+ X R X R++ X [0, ]

that is transverse regular along R+1 X 0 X Rq+l+ X [0, -].

6. The effect of the bundle attaching map
Returning now to f(D+) u f2(D+), we define an embedding

g +2 -- Xsuch that glD+I flandgoA f. Say (x, t) e$+ A(D+l) and
z e R is small. Then define g by

g( exp (z(x, t) exp (zt(f o A-l(x, t) ).

Say x Dp+I and R is small. Define g by

g(x, t) exp (tO(f(x’))) for 0 _< _<

These two versions of g have intersecting domains, but using (,) it is easy to
see that the two versions agree on the intersection. Thus we have ob-
tained an embedding of a neighborhood in )+ of D+ X 0 $+1 into X.
Using Poincar6 duality, it is a straightforward argument that X M N
is (n + 1)-connected so, using again the Whitney embedding theorems, g
may be extended to an embedding g + --> X such that

g(Dp+2) N (M u N) f(Dp+I) u f2(n+1) g(Dp+I X O) u

So far only the sphere attaching map of the spherical modification L has
entered the constructions. The bundle attaching map will enter in such a
way that the fact that the spherical modification preserves the canonical
framing of (K) implies that a certain bundle over f(D+l) u f.(D+l) is
trivial and so extends over g(’+). Overf(D+l), the bundle is defined to
be (f(D’+I)’N). Over fl(D+l), the bundle is a little more complicated.
The bundle attaching map f’ S X eq+l --> r(K) defines a field ff of (q - 1)-
frames in ,(f(S) K). Since r(Vq+,__) 0, the field ff extends to a field,
also called Y of (q -t- 1)-frames in ,(f(D+I)’M). Let v be the sub-bundle
of ,(M’X) f(Dp+l) consisting of vectors normal to the field v. Then we
define [f(D+l) to be span (if) @ v. Overf(S), these two bundles agree
and so define a bundle over f(D+) u f2(D+). For dimensional reasons
will be trivial if and only if @ (r(g(+)) f.(D+l) u f(D+l)) is trivial

since r(g()+:)) is trivial. Thus it suffices to compute the characteristic
map of this new bundle and to see that it is trivial.

Let stand also for the obvious framing of span () and for the obvious
framing of span (g); let v stand also for the canonical framing of v that ex-
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tends over a cone of K in M. Let

fr:ST X s+--*r(ST) X
be the framing which makes the following diagram commute

Sp X PJI fr T(Sp) X .
D+ X + (D+)

where S X e r(D+) via the unit inward normal along S. Then,

Sp X q+t X -r- X X P+ ]’ 1 ((], X 1)o Jr)) (ff(Sp), K) X e-’-)
( x (/(*)) x )

(1 vz) (# 1 a)

[/(*) (,(g(*+))) I/(*)

covers f and extends over D*+ to cover f. On the other hand, the field a
is extended over g($*+) as the unit inward normal of g(*+:) along g($*+).
Then, using the definition of over g($*+) f(D*+’),

f If(S*) e ,(g(#*+))I/(*) (N)i(S*) span(a).

Since K is contractible to a point in N, r(N) ]K admits a canonical bundle
homotopy class # of bundle maps r(N) K s’. But

span (a) I/(S*) a’
is also well defined and extends over g(S*+) so we have that

is a bundle class of maps that extends over f(D*+t). Thus the characteristic
map of the bundle

f (g(#*+) I/,(D+1) u (D*+)
may be identified with the bundle class

P ( (a)) o ((1 ,) $ ( 1 a)) o(f, ((f, x 1) ofr))

of bundle maps S* X ’+ ’+, and the bundle is trivia] if snd only if this
class extends over D*+.
To see that P extends over D+, one must express in similar form the fact

that L preserves the canonical #aming of (K: U). Observe that

()1 K (K) e (M:X)I K.

Since K may be contracted to a point in M, there is a canonical framing

K X -’ % (M’X)I K;
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clearly o lf(S) v" . But then

r(K) Xe le0........) r(N)IK -e’
defines a framing of the stable tangent bundle of K. If a is the canonical fram-
ing of (K’U), the framing po(1 O) is dual to in the sense that
a p o (1 0) is the unique framing of r(U) X -r restricted to K. It is
known that L preserves a if and only if L preserves p (1 0). Let

v(K) X r(L) be the bundle homotopy class of bundle maps deter-
mined by the inward normal of L along K. LetF D+ L be anembedding
which extends f; F may be chosen so that the following diagram commutes,

7(8) X 8
]* X 1> (K) X e

,(D+I) F, ),(L).

Now p o (1 0) ( X l--r--)- is a framing of (r(L) X --r--)l Kwhich
must extend over L for L to preserve p 1 0). But it extends over all of L
if and only if it extends over F(D+I). And it extends over F(D+) if and
only if the bundle homotopy class Q of bundle maps given by

S X q+ X + X -,-1 ]’ ((]. x 1)ofr) 1) r(K) X X --r--

e" ,,o (N) g

exends over D+. Bu in view o he faeh v 0, he rming Q
will exend over D+ if and only if he framing P does so. Bu Q does exend
sine,e L does preserve a nd hence o o 1 0). Bo P exends, nd he bundle

((0("+))l(n+) uf(n+))
mus be rivil. Consequently, is rivil.
Now is sub-bundle of u(9(+) "X)[(f(D+) u f(D+)). I my be

hough of s given by mpping " 8+ G,__x,__ where G, is he
i-planes hrough he origin in R. Bu G, eonins he/-skeleon of G.= if
j l, nd ollowed by G,__,__ G,__,= is rivil since is rivil bundle.
hus, m p 2 p + 2 impliesh is lredy homoopie o he rivil

mp, so he bundle exends o sub-bundle, still o be elled , of
u(0(+) "X) over all of 9(+).

7. Consfrucfion of the isofopy
Le (a, a,__) be field of (8 p 1)-frames in he exended such
h (ax, a+) restricted o f(D+) is . Le

w. (f(n"+), f(s")) (o( n ), )
be ny mp. I my be used o change he field (a, a,__) by operating
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on the last s n 1 entries. The changed field may be extended over
g(+); such an extension will be denoted by w (,, ..., i--1). Set
] s-p- 1 -q- 1 s- n- 1 and embed + Dq+l+k in X by

[h (g(x) + + tq++ ++ (g(x))G(x, tl q+l’bk) exp \ B ]
where B > 0 is large enough to make G an embedding. Clearly the extension
(, q+) could be chosen over a neighborhood offl(D+1) in g(+) so
that x(G’(y, t, z)) x(G(y, 0, z)) for i r + 1 and y e D+, e [0, ],
and z Dq+, and so that x+( G(y, t, z) under the same conditions.
Now, there is an isotopy v’ N --> X modulo boundaries so that

(N G($+ X Dq++) u G(Im o) /(Y)

and there is an isotopy ’ M - X modulo boundaries extending the isotopy
given by

(x xr O, ,0) - (x xr ,.t, O, ,0)

in terms of coordinates in U; we may assume that

’t(M) n U {ylxx(y),... x,(y), 0,... 0) ex(M)}

for e [0, 1] and ’t(M) meets /’(N) only inside U.
The isotopy ’t for 0 _< _< defines a map

Z:M [0, i] Z [0,1]

which, according to Section 4 is transverse regular along v’(N) X [0, ]. Let

L’ Z(M X [0, ]) n (v’(N) X [0, ])

by G’(x, t, y) (G(x, t, y), t). Then

i K G’(S X Dq+ X [0, ])

u (G’( (Im o) n (D+ X [0, 1 X Dq++) ).

The natural projection X X [0, ] -- [0, ] restricted to L’ defines a function
which, according to Section 4, has a single critical point, nondegenerate of in-
dex p + 1, at G’(0, , 0). Thus, L’ is a spherical modification of K. The
map f S - K may be chosen to be the sphere attaching map of L. Let
D+ X R 2-5 R be the natural projection. Then using Section 4, we define a
map f3 D+1 - L’, which extends f, by setting

f3(x) ( o f(x), pr o g--1 o of(x)).

Clearlyfa is an embedding extendingf. Usingf, , and , it is straightforward
to see that the bundle attaching map of L is f’. Consequently, L is diffeo-
morphic to L.

Thus, if we reparametrize " so rums over [0, 1] we have that
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(’, M, (N),X) realizes the spherical modification L. Let t X -- X be an
isotopy modulo boundar’esi restricting to ft. Let bt 1 N. We may as-
sume both t and to be constant near 0 and 1. Definek N X
byk for f andk

_
for 1. Thenk is an isotopy

modulo boundaries such that (k, N M, X) realize L. Moreover, k 1 on
K- (S X D+) let

A’N X IX X I

be the map defined by k and let L A(N X I) n (M X I).
So far, only the spherical modification L of the framed spherical modification

(L, Z) has entered the constructions. Next we wish to choose

w" (f(D+),f(S) (O(r n 1), 1)

Lso thatk realizes (L, Z) Let I be the restriction of X X I I to
L; let m() be the mapping cylinder of v. We begin by finding a map

() (N X )

extending L c A(N X I) and maps of cones C(K) N and C(K’) N.
For this, pick a smooth mapping C of the cone

C(Sp X Dq+l+k D+1 X Sq+k) Dp+ X Dq+l+k

extending the inclusion and sending the vertex to 0 X 0. This map defines a
smooth family of maps of cones

C C(N o (A X 1)(S X nq++ D+ X Sq+) k(N).

All these have the same restriction on K (S X Dq+]) and this restriction
extends to a map C C(K G(S X Dq+) N. Let

it is a smooth family of maps

C" C(X M)

which defines m m(v) A(N X I) as desired.
Let ’ be the bundle which is the sum of the orthogonal complement uof u

in (N"X) f(D+) and the orthogonal complement (span if) of span ff in
v(fi(Dp+I) M). Then ’ is the orthogonal complement of

((g(+) )l(f(D+) A(D+I))
and extends over g(+) as such. Then

’ (g(+:)) (x)] g(+)

which has a canonical framing. Let " be any framing of r(g(+) and let

’ be a framing of ’ such that ’ ’ is the canonical framing of
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Now, for any map
(fl(DT+I), f(ST) -( O(s n 1 (, 1)

there is a map
w’ (f(DT+I), f(ST) (O(m s 1), 1)

unique up to homotopy mod f(ST), such that

w @ w’’ (f(DT+I),f(ST)) -- O(m n 2)

is trivial; every class (fI(DT+I),f(ST) -- (O(m s 1), 1) contains a w’ for
some w unique up to homotopy mod f(ST). Given w, find w’ and let it operate
on ’ to obtain ttw’. Then extend w’ to all of ’ and call it still ti’. Then
w @ ti, @ ,, is the canonical framing.
Extend the framing

to a framing over G($PT1 X Dq++k) the extension may be prescribed to be
the same for all w over G(ST X Dq++k) since all w 1 over f(ST). Let

X--X be an isotopy covering ). Then k.(’ @ ) defines a framing
of

,(),(N) "X)[ X’ o GW($+ X D++k).
The canonical framing a of (K’M) restricted to K Gw(sT X Dq+) extends
each of these framings to

X GW($T+I X Dq+l+) IJ (K G(ST X Dq+l)).
These framings in turn define a framing of

,(A(N I)’X X I)[ A (G’($T+ X Dq++) X I) u (A(N I) r (M X I)

which is already extended over the map m above. Thus, this framing re-
stricted to L is canonical; we will call it 2;.
Thus we have a correspondence w -- L from maps

(fI(DT+),f(ST)) - (O(s n 1), 1)

to framings of v(L) extending the canonical framing of v(K). If this map is
onto, the proof of Proposition 3 is complete. In fact, the map is one-to-one
and onto. To see this, let

Ld {pt. [pt. exp(--t(z)), 0 _< <_ d, zeK

pt. G(x, 0, y) with x e DT+, y e Dq+,
or

0_ h([y[)t([xl) - } cM

for sufficiently small d > 0. Notice that Ld is independent of w and that
,(L’M) is an extension of ’ over the collar {pt. pt. exp (-t(z)), z K,
0 _< _< d}. Thus all the framings of (L:M) that restrict to a on (K) are
given by the i"s. On the other hand, the framing 2 on (L) is clearly
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equivalent via an isotopy to the flaming w, X 1 on ’ (La: U), and the
proof of Proposition 3 is complete.
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